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Abstract: We have all been used to buying an instrument in order to practice and learn it. 

But with the advent of technology, such things are bound to change. Currently, one needs to 

have an actual guitar to start learning to play it efficiently, and a major investment is 

involved, which may not be necessary for beginners. In this paper we propose a novel way 

to utilize the technology available to simulate the feel of playing chords on a guitar, with 

the use of gesture recognition on a standard laptop webcam as a means for learning guitar 

chords. This will involve the use of Computer Vision and Machine Learning to train models 

to detect and track hands, while also using a model with a chord dataset to teach the 

computer to detect the chord shape presented by the gesture. When making a correct 

chord shape, the system will ideally detect the chord and play the respective sounds made 

by the chord. 

Keywords:  Guitar Chords, Machine Learning, Human Computer Interaction (HCI), Man-

Machine Interaction (MMI). 

INTRODUCTION 

The most aim of hand gesture recognition system is to form a interaction between human and laptop 
wherever recognized gestures may be used for dominant a automation or conveying meaningful 
information. How the resulted hand gestures are understood and well interpreted by the computer 
considered this as the problem of gesture interaction. Human computer interaction (HCI) is also known as 
Man-Machine Interaction (MMI) which refers to the relation between the human and the computer or  
machine, and since the machine is insignificant or worthless without suitable utilize by the human. There 
are two main characteristics should be deemed while designing a HCI system as mentioned functionality 
and usability. System practically noted the set of functions or services that the system equips to the users 
whereas system usability noted the amount and scope that the system can operate and perform specific 
user purposes correctly or efficiently [3]. 

Primary goal of hand gesture recognition analysis is to form a system which may establish specific 
human gestures and use them to convey data or for device management. To understand what gestures are 
given, an examination is required of how other researchers view gestures. How do sociologists and 
biologists outline and examine "gesture"? How is information encoded in gestures? Also how humans use 
gestures to communicate with and command other people are explored. Furthermore, engineering 
researchers have designed a variety of "gesture" recognition systems. People frequently use gestures to 
communicate. They are used for pointing to a person, to get his attention & convey information about 
spatial and temporal characteristics. Gesturing does not simply embellish spoken language, but it is part 
of the language generation process. 

EXISTING SYSTEM 

Lots of expensive technology like wearable instruments or depth cameras have been used for 
achieving similar results to this paper, and a few have been listed here. 

A. Wearable technology made by Intel and other companies which provide the similar features of 
this project, but cost a big sum of money for the hardware itself. 
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B. Kurv is a wearable touch controller that fits into the palm of one’s hands detecting motion, gesture 
and pressure to feel your intentions. 

C. Microsoft Kinect cameras provide motion capture and detection using depth imagery, but again 
cost a lot of money for the hardware. Similarly, 

D. Aerodrums make use of the motion capture technology through the use of a high speed camera 
along with drum sticks and foot pieces made with reflective materials. 

This paper explains the characteristics of a billboard glove, the available programming languages 
helps a guide to develop an application to communicate with the device and the presentation of data on a 
screen for further analysis and interpretation on a specific interface and also as a voice message Virtual 
reality is a computer interface that includes simulation and interactions through different sensory 
channels in real time, which can be seen, acoustic, tactile, and olfactory stimulus [12].  High prices that 
will characterize virtual reality devices, has led the search for alternative, less sophisticated as the 
simulation by conventional computing devices such as keyboard, mouse, and monitor. This is called as 
desktop virtual reality and the main computer programs can be mentioned VRML (Virtual Reality 
Modeling Language), Java 3D [3], Direct X, Maya [6], etc. The limitation of these programs made 
complicated interaction for the user as he had to navigate a three dimensional environment, this became 
a difficult task, because it must combine the functions of the mouse and keyboard so that it can perform 
more complex movements like walking forward and turn, or rotate and rise. In the area of technology 
applied to sign language interpretation will have some significant works. This can be done in two ways, 
first is to translate the language either spoken or sign language text and the second which means a signer 
for be translated into spoken or text. In the first case [6], we can cite the work of Fernando Lopez, Javier 
Tejedor, Daniel Bolaños and José Colas [2], it will develop a text transcript of sign language in the 
presentation to the end user is performed through an animated character in three dimensions and it can 
also translate a Web page or a mobile phone to translate a conversation. In the second case [5], that is 
roofed by this analysis, one amongst the first work is that developed by poet S. Fels and Geoffrey E. 
Hinton in which a multilayer neural network is used   with a VPL glove connected to a DEC talk speech 
synthesizer so that it makes the system generate audible speech from an input of sign language, this 
conclude that the system has limitations for using a limited data glove static movements [3]. In 2002, 

Disadvantages 

Loss navigation and to give alert to If we use GPS, it has poor signals and we fisherman's is not 
possible. Self-detect and alert system is not implemented, so it is the major drawback of previous system. 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 
The project is divided into the following three modules: 

Detection of Hand 

The video recorded using the webcam is done through the use of Open CV on Python, while also 
displaying the live feed taken from the webcam. The model for the detection of a hand in a video follows 
Single Shot Multibox Detector (SSD) MobileNetv1 [2][3] architecture implemented directly with Tensor 
Flow on Python. SSD Mobile Net architecture is chosen due to its speed and reliable results for real time 
projects. The pre trained weights are taken from the model’s training on the Microsoft Common Object in 
Context (MSCOCO) [4] dataset, and transfer learning is applied by loading these weights to make training 
faster on our hands dataset. The model is trained on the Oxford Hands Dataset [5] as it contains labelled 
images of hands in all sorts of positions, making the detection of a hand making any chord shape more 
efficient in comparison to other hands datasets available. Bounding boxes are applied on the image to 
mark the region of the hand. The hand detection model works reliably at a distance from the webcam, as 
the training images contained images of hands at a distance. It starts losing accuracy if the hand is 
brought close to the webcam, leading to removal of bounding boxes on the screen. 

Detection of Chord Shape 
The images with the detected hand are cropped to only take the required hand shape. These cropped 

images are taken and converted into a grayscale image, and thresholding is done to convert it into images 
with just black or white pixels. This kind of pre-processing is done to make sure the hand is visibly 
marked irrespective of the skin color complexion of the user, and also to make the size of the images 
smaller to aid real time processing. The model for detection of chord shapes follows a custom CNN 
architecture built using Keras with a TensorFlow backend, which takes images of size 50x50 to keep the 
model as light as possible. 
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The dataset itself was made by using the hand detector model and OpenCV, through a loop that 
created 100 images for every chord shape that was necessary for the training process. Each picture was 
processed with grayscale and thresholding before it is saved, and resized to 150x150 pixels to make 
manual viewing of the images visible. These images are later downsized further to 50x50 pixels for 
training. Due to this processing, each file was a meagre 3KB in size, which makes the model light and fit 
for real time use. 

          

 
Fig. 1: Example images from the dataset containing A Major, C Major, D Major, E Minor and G Major 

chords respectively 

 
Fig. 2: Summary of the custom model made using Keras 
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Integration Module - Combining the two models 

The inference graph from the hand detection model is loaded and the video feed from the webcam is 
fed to the model, while the chord shape recognition model and the corresponding weights of the same are 
also loaded in parallel and kept ready for processing. The input image from the webcam is fed to the first 
hand detection model, which uses the SSD concept to reliably find the position of the hand if it exists. If 
the hand exists, it is cropped out and pre-processed and used for prediction. This allows the two models 
to be integrated and work together to arrive at the required conclusion of the chord shape shown to the 
webcam. 

The cropped region is processed in the same way as the dataset was made to yield images containing 
only black and white pixels. These images are then resized to 50x50 pixels and fed to the trained model, 
which predicts the probability of each class (the chords) and returns an array of the same. The class with 
over 90% probability is taken and the corresponding chord is played through an audio file containing the 
chord’s sound by using the PyGame library on Python. This music keeps playing till a new chord is shown 
to the webcam, or until the hand is removed from the screen. Depending on the chord shape, the 
application also shows the name of the chord being played at the current moment on the screen. This 
application runs irrespective of the user, i.e, skin complexion, size of the hand and the background behind 
the hand do not alter the output in any way, as the datasets are diverse enough and the pre-processing 
done remove these factors from consideration for all of these possible issues. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 
Fig. 3: Flowchart consisting of the steps involved in the project 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
• Pre-processing: 
• Detection: 
• Segmentation: 
• Recognition 

     
Fig. 4: A Major, C Major, D Major, E Minor and G Major chords detected by the application 
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Installing Python 

Here is a quick overview of installing Python on various platforms: 

• Open a Web browser and go to https://www.python.org/downloads/. 
Running Python 

$python # Unix/Linux 

or 

python% # Unix/Linux 
or 

C:> python # Windows/DOS 
Sr. No. Option & Description 

1 -d 
It provides debug output. 

2 -O 
It generates optimized bytecode (resulting in .pyo files). 

3 -S 
Do not run import site to look for Python paths on startup. 

4 -v 
Verbose output (detailed trace on import statements). 

5 -X 
Disable class-based built-in exceptions (just use strings); obsolete starting with version 1.6. 

6 
  

-c cmd 
run Python script sent in as cmd string 

7 File 
run Python script from given file 

SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS 
Software Requirements 

• OS    : Windows 7 
• Technology  : python  
• Web Technologies : Html, JavaScript, CSS 
• IDE   : Netbeans 
• Web Server  : Tomcat 
• Database  : My SQL 
• Java Version  : J2SDK1.5 

Hardware Requirements 

• Hardware   : Pentium Dual Core 
• Speed     : 2.80 GHz 
• RAM  : 4GB 
• Hard Disk         : 500 GB 
• Key Board         : Standard windows keyboard 
• Mouse   : Two or Three Button Mouse 
• Monitor                 : SVGA 

CONCLUSION 
The proposed application in this paper works efficiently to simulate guitar chords in real time with the 

use of two separate CNN models, one being SSD MobileNet v1 for hand tracking and the other being a 
custom gesture recognition model built using Keras. These two models work with each other to detect the 
hand and the chord shape made by it, and plays the appropriate music for the given chord. The 
application on the whole performs accurately as expected, with occasional mistakes on hand detection 
and wrong chord shape classification. This gesture recognition system can very well be used in real time 
and on the go anywhere in the world, as long as the webcam functions well with good lighting in the 
background. 

https://www.python.org/downloads/
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